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ABSTRACT
Handwritten mathematical expressions recognition is yet
challenging task due to its intricate spatial structure,
tangled semantics and 2-dimensional layout of the
characters. There is a still room for enhancement in
recognition rate. Artificial neural network is superior to
disentangle classification problems. In this paper, feedforward back propagation neural network is implemented
to achieve both character recognition and mathematical
structure recognition with upgrade in effective
performance in addition to accuracy of the experimental
results including lessen efforts. System proves its potency
by recognizing expressions in analysis of math documents.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Mathematics is almost unavoidable in all fields of Science
such as physics, engineering, medicine, economics also in
commerce field such as accountancy. Handwritten text
recognition system have achieved recently noteworthy
improvement , but many issues have not be solved such as
recognizing two dimensional ( 2D ) layout which is the
case for mathematical expressions.[1][2]
In mathematical expressions, there are lots of feature,
which contain enclosed relation of the multidimension,
miscellanea of the characters, multifariousness of size and
font of the character, symbols are placed in diagonal,
horizontal or vertical directions. Therefore, recognition of
mathematical symbol and expression is considered as an
serious pattern recognition problem. Mathematical formula
contain two dimensional information, there are two
problems have to solve; symbol recognition and structure
analysis. Handwritten math symbols and expressions
recognition is one of the most challenging areas. It requires
tangled task of symbol segmentation, recognition, structure
investigation, context investigation and total probable
evaluation. Math notation, symbols, expressions are widely
useful in real world practical difficulties includes,
document verification, mailing address interpretation,
bank checking processing, signature verification, blind
math applications etc.
For dealing with mathematical formulas, the system should
be made to execute both character and mathematical
structure recognition based on the integration and
bilocation of characters. A handwritten input has affable
nature as well as high expression prospective. It is look
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forward to crenellate expeditious input methods for
intricate equations such as mathematical equations which
incorporate vertical upended placed symbols obtain from
particular structures in opposition with plain text where
symbols are adjust according to horizontal line. Some
difficulties still exist in recognition of mathematical
expressions including expected recognition rate if more
noise in image of expression and different problems to
correct the recognition errors in recognition. Mathematical
equation require numerous tag instructions in LATEX. A
lot of actions of the package are intricate in mathML so
handwritten mode is better natural way of inserting
mathematical notation into computers. Neural network is
one of the most accurate learning methods to approximate
real valued, discrete valued and vector valued functions.
neural network based on multiple layer perceptron with
back propagation algorithm shows good performance and
have been successfully applied to the character recognition
systems with small error margins.

2. HISTORICAL BACKGROUND
The indoctrination which integrates structural information
and semantic rule based on statistic in the post processing,
boost the system of the mathematical formulas recognition
at great extent and upgrade accuracy of the results [3]. The
denouement for mathematical expression recognition can
be subdivided into two main problems segmentation and
recognition, investigation anagoges of symbols spacial
arrangement [4]. When scientific document is recognized
by optical character recognition software, the expression
on it will be saved as an image which cannot be reused. So
question is arise that how to recognize mathematical
expression automatically becomes most important and
challenging problem in pattern recognition [5. Neural
network is efficacious and magnificent methods to
approximate real-valued, discrete valued and vector valued
functions. It has been mostly useful in classification and
regression difficulties such as handwritten characters,
symbols and digits recognition [6].
Offline character recognition is relatively complicated than
online character recognition as different person have
different kind of handwriting mode and also the characters
are extracted from the documents of heterogeneous
intensity and background [7]. weighty class of feed
forward neural network is the back propagation neural
network. System is promising, using it clarification can be
made by consecrating global information and interpretation
can be reached by admissible heuristic function [8].
Validation of segmentation point is integral part. It is
developed to remove invalid segmentation points and
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retain the valid points in order to increase accuracy of the
overall segmentation [9]. Technique is depend on contour
feature that partitioning paths can be grade constructed on
contour feature and the ratio of width and height and then
touching characters are segmented [10]. The method of
contour approach for extracting symbols from the image
representing mathematical expression and improve the
result by proposing complete segmentation method which
treats both of sub-segmentation upon-segmentation
problems [11].
Actually artificial neural network is a good to solve
classification problems. ANN can perform computations at
higher rate compared to classical techniques because of its
parallel nature[12]. During processed the data, training
stage and classification stage are the two important stages.
It is known to be better in terms of speed and recognition
rate. The designed artificial neural network based on feed
forward back propagation algorithm. It shows good power
and performance and has been successfully applied to
mathematical expressions recognition with small error
margins. It is a multilayer feed forward network using
gradient descent based learning rule usually known as a
back propagation rule. It indulge a computationally
competent method for varying the weights in feed forward
network with differentiable activation function units, to
grasp a training set of input output examples. our
supervised feed forward back propagation neural network
consists of one input layer, two hidden layer and output
layer. In feed-forward network, training set comprises sets
of input values together with the corresponding sets desired
output values. Learning process involves adjusting the
values of parameters to minimize the value of error
functions. Back propagation learning algorithm is most
popular supervised learning rule for performing pattern
classification task. Supervised learning method is used to
trained the network and total square error of the output
calculated by net is minimizes by gradient descent method
usually known as generalized delta learning rule. The
network is train to accomplish balance between to react
precisely to the input characters that are used for training
and the ability to produce best responses to the input that
were matched.
The basic idea in the back propagation neural network is
that the error is propagated backward to previous layers so
that gradient descent can be applied. Multilayer perceptron
network trained by error back propagation algorithm is
superior in recognition accuracy.
In proposed system after initialize the neural network, train
it with training set. In each and every training interval all
the training characters, symbols, digits and operators go
through network and get real network output. The network
error is obtained by examining actual network and target
output. Network errors are then applied in updating all
network weights. After training and validating process,
believe that neural network has been well trained and can
be used for character classification. Before training weights
in each network were independently set to random initial
values. To be a successful classification it must be
preceded by a training stage [13]. An experimental result
shows the improvement in
mathematical expression recognition with effectiveness
and accuracy.

3. SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE
The system architecture of handwritten mathematical
equations recognition using artificial neural network is as
shown in figure 1. Basically there are two stages, training
stage and testing stage. It involves preprocessing,
segmentation, feature extraction, training of classifier,
testing of classifier.
Acquiring the image: First of all, we require generating
digital image from paper envelope by using CCD camera
or Scanner.
Preprocessing: It is executed on the scanned input image in
order to render the resulting image more suitable for
further operations. It includes noise removal, binarization,
skew correction, enhancing the contrast and identifying
regions likely to contain the mathematical expression. In
pre-processed input image is segmented into isolated
characters by allocating number to each character using
labeling process. Labeling provides information about
number of characters in the image.
Segmentation: Image is decomposed into sub-images of
individual characters. We extract from the image that part
of it that contains only mathematical equation. The
preprocess image is divided into lines words and
characters. To separate the text lines, line segmentation is
used.
Word segmentation is providing the space between words
and character segmentation gives spacing between the
characters. Lines are segmented using row histogram.
From each row, words are extracted using column
histogram and finally characters are extracted from words.
Each character is resized into m x n pixels towards the
training network. Actually the accuracy of the final result
is mostly depends on the accuracy of segmentation.
Feature Extraction: It improves the recognition rate.
Average pixel method involves reduction of the size of the
each character to a normalized dimension average value of
the pixels of each area is computed. Ratio between initial
width and height of character is also computed and
included in feature vector. In normalized contour analysis,
number of intersections between layout of the character
and vertical – horizontal lines also taken into account.
Finally discriminant analysis is executed to abolish
redundancy and noise. Statistical feature is based on the
probability theory and hypothesis. Structural feature
describes the geometrical and topological properties of
character.
Classification: There are various classifying methods are
found such as template matching which is slow and time
consuming. Structural recognition are not widely used
where extract structural primitives and use them by
comparing with the training data. Artificial neural network
better in terms of speed and recognition rate. The standard
multilayer perceptron is consists of one input layer, number
of hidden layer and output layer. For pattern classification
task most common neural network is feed forward network
includes multilayer perceptron, organized into layers and
there is a unidirectional connections between the layers.
Feed forward back propagation neural network includes
multilayer perceptron, organized into layers and there is a
unidirectional connection between the layers.
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Back propagation learning algorithm is most powerful,
effective and popular supervised learning rule for
Performing pattern classification task. Learning process
involves adjusting the value of parameters to minimize the
value of error function. Moreover, as the normalized
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contour analysis (NCA) method and Adaptive Learning
rule has appeared to be more efficient are applied in
Combination with average pixel method to improve
recognition rate significantly. The multilayer feed forward
neural
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Fig 1: Block diagram of handwritten mathematical equation recognition system

4. METHODOLOGY

5. SIMULATION RESULTS

Feed forward back propagation neural network technique is
used for recognition of handwritten mathematical equations
by considering rectangle with respect to position, edge color,
line width then finding region properties bounding box and
centroid for every component. Declare the input alphabets and
target for the network. Create a feed forward back propagation
network with inputs and transfer function. Using logsig T. F.
for input and hidden layer, traingdx T. F. for output layer then
train and test the network. Network training function is
gradient descent with momentum.

In proposed system, recognition of straight line equation y =
mx + c has done with better accuracy and recognition rate. In
this equation m is the gradient and y = c is the value where the
line cuts the y axis.
This no. c is called the intercept on the y axis. The centroid,
bounding box and recognition of the handwritten straight line
equation is as shown below in figure 2 and figure 3
respectively.
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Figure 2: Centroid & bounding box

Figure 3: Handwritten straight line equation recognition.
The quadratic function is a second order polynomial function
f (x) = ax^2 + bx + c. The solutions to the quadratic equation
are the roots of quadratic function, that are the intersection
points of the quadratic function graph with x axis , when f ( x
) = 0. When there are two when there are 2 intersection points
of the graph with the x-axis, there are 2 solutions to the
quadratic equation. When there is 1 intersection point of the
graph with the x-axis, there is 1 solution to the quadratic
equation.

When there are no intersection points of the graph with the xaxis, get not real solutions (or 2 complex solutions). The
Centroid of quadratic equation is as shown below.

Figure 4. Centroid & Bounding box

Figure 5: Handwritten Quadratic equation recognition
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Figure 6: Neural network training for handwritten mathematical equations recognition
Figure 6 shows network parameters adjusted for the training
purpose. The neural network trained using gradient descent
with momentum and adaptive learning. Neural Network
developed using one input layer, two hidden layers and one

output layer. By repeatedly presenting data set to the network,
performance of network is increase. An optimum selection of
number of neurons in the hidden layer gives good
performance.

Table 1. Neural network training parameters.
Sl. No.

Parameter

Value/ Type

1

Network Training Function

Gradient Descent with momentum

2

Learning Rule

Adaptive LR

3

Network performance Function

Mean Squared Error ( MSE )

4

Number of Epochs

5000

5

Number of Iteration

263

6

Performance

0.00100

7

Gradient

1.00e-05
i.e 0.00025321 at Epoch 263

8

Learning Rate

3739.2599 at Epoch 263

Table 1 shows various neural network training parameters.
Performance of the developed system is measured and system
accuracy, learning rate is calculated. More number of hidden
layer neurons lead to overtraining

6. CONCLUSIONS
This system presented an approach to recognize handwritten
mathematical equations such as straight line equation and

quadratic equation with improvement in recognition rate,
performance, processing time and accuracy. Online entry of
handwritten mathematics into electronic Documents will
become more powerful and user- friendly. The classifiers
have been designed to capture wide variations in shape and
size of the large number of symbols that occur in writing math
symbol and applications.
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Simulation results show propitious results. Centroid and
bounding box are the key features that are extracted from each
character and uprightness of this system is achieve using back
propagation neural network
for the recognition of
mathematical equations.
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